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ABSTRACT

The underlying physical link is transparent in most
IP-based networks. Contrary to this commonly accepted
design rule, we propose that the applications should be
made aware of the channel conditions. This is especially
fruitful for wireless links where the performance is
many orders of magnitudes lower than in fixed networks.
Instead of wasting resources to make the wireless link
behave as a fixed link, the application could take care of
the adaptation to the channel condition. The presented
solution assumes that soft information consisting of a
reliability measure of the received bits is produced in the
physical layer. This soft information is then propagated
to the application. The application may use this infor-
mation to distinguish between errors caused by fading
and network congestion. Another possible use for soft
information is to make the applications adapt the source
and channel codes to the current channel condition and
thus maximize performance.

INTRODUCTION

The current trend in telecommunications and data
communications is towards integration of systems and
services. Most networks will be based on the IP protocol,
also wireless networks. It is for example believed that the
third generation wireless systems will use IP-based core
networks and that in a not to distant future all traffic will
be IP-based from end-user to end-user. This for instance
means that voice will be supported using Voice over IP
(VoIP).

The biggest problem with this development towards
transparent, general purpose IP networks is that different
networks perform very differently. For instance is a fiber-
based network almost free of transmission errors where-
as transmission errors can be common over wireless net-
works due to fading and interference. The traditional solu-
tion to this problem is to make the wireless network trans-
parent with respect to varying channel conditions. How-
ever, this solution has several drawbacks.

From the higher layers it is difficult if not impossi-
ble to distinguish between packet loss due to conges-
tion and packet loss due to a fading channel. A problem
that is well-known to severely hamper the performance
of TCP over wireless networks. Making the wireless net-
work transparent also means that much of the bandwidth
need to be spent on channel coding and retransmissions
on the link level. A solution that reduces the throughput
and increases the delay. This is especially problematic if
real-time services such as voice communication are to be
supported.

In this paper we propose a fundamentally different so-
lution to the problem described above. We introduce the
concept of soft information. Rather than making the chan-
nel transparent the idea behind soft information is to make
the end-points aware of the channel condition. This allows
higher layers and applications to adjust appropriately. Af-
ter an overview of related work below, application areas
for the concept are discussed. How the soft information
can be represented and propagated in a structured fashion
is considered next. A discussion around implementation
issues is also provided.

RELATED WORK

Other proposals for structured information exchange
between the application and the network can be found
in the literature. Most of the work in the IP community
has been focused on aspects related to providing more
flexible quality-of-service support over the Internet.
Enhancing the QoS support involves extending the Inter-
net’s service model, from the single class of best-effort
service, to include a wider variety of service classes.
Prominent proposals in this area are the Intserv [21, 17]
and DiffServ [15, 7] architectures investigated within the
IETF.

Key components of the Integrated Services architec-
ture include the packet classifier, the packet scheduler,
the admission control routine and the reservation setup
protocol. The packet classifier determines the QoS class
for each incoming packet and the packet scheduler or-



ders packet transmission to achieve the promised QoS for
each flow. Admission control implements the decision al-
gorithm that a router or host uses to determine whether a
new flow can be granted the requested QoS without im-
pacting earlier guarantees. The reservation setup protocol
is necessary to create and maintain flow-specific state in
the end-point hosts, and in routers along the path of a flow.
RSVP [8] is the protocol of choice in the implementation
framework. RSVP delivers resource reservation requests
to the relevant network elements, but plays no other role
in providing network services and is thus primarily a ve-
hicle used by applications to communicate their require-
ments to the network.

RSVP and the Integrated Services approach have been
criticized for lack of scalability due to the need of setting
up and maintaining state for each flow. The Differentiated
Services architecture [15, 7] is more light weight. Rather
than providing a per flow service a number of traffic class-
es are supported. All packets that belong to a given traffic
class or traffic aggregate receive a particular forwarding
treatment, or per-hop behavior (PHB), at each network
node. A small bit-pattern in each packet is used to mark a
packet to receive a particular forwarding treatment. In or-
der to support a given service, traffic entering a network
is conditioned at the boundaries of the network, but no
admission control is performed within the network.

Other models for service differentiation also exist [1].
The common characteristic of all the models is that infor-
mation primarily flows from the application into the net-
work. The application can either choose from a fixed set
of traffic classes when sending a packet or negotiate the
service on a per connection or flow basis. The character-
istics of and the dynamic state of the underlying network
are still transparent from the application. In contrast to the
various models on service differentiation, we argue for the
structured information exchange from the network, and in
particular from the wireless segment, to the application.
Allowing information to flow in this direction will allow
applications to fully utilize the information that has been
passed over the wireless link and to adjust dynamically to
varying channel conditions. The two approaches are com-
plementary and the concept of soft information could be
applied over a network that supports service differentia-
tion.

Proposals for a general and structured information ex-
change of network conditions to higher layers are more
rare in the literature. The mechanism for explicit con-
gestion notification (ECN) defined in [16] is, however,
one example. ECN provides routers in the network with
a mechanism to inform transport end nodes that conges-
tion is forming without requiring packets to be dropped.

To signal congestion the router sets a congestion expe-
rienced (CE) bit in the IP-header. ECN is designed for
signaling network congestion whereas the concept of soft
information is intended to signal information about wire-
less channel conditions.

Some proposals for special purpose information ex-
change about wireless link conditions have also appeared.
Many of the suggested optimizations for TCP over wire-
less channels involve some form of interaction between
the link layer and the transport layer. The snoop proto-
col [5] is one example of a TCP-aware link layer mech-
anism. The idea behind snoop is to cache unacknowl-
edged TCP data at the base station and to perform re-
transmissions locally over the wireless link when possi-
ble. Link layer retransmissions are triggered by duplicate
acknowledgements from the TCP receiver. These dupli-
cate acknowledgements are removed from the TCP da-
ta stream to prevent retransmissions by the TCP sender.
In [3] and [4] problems over the wireless link are moni-
tored at the base station and reported to the TCP sender
using different forms of explicit notifications. Information
about mobile hand-offs can also be passed to the trans-
port layer and used to improve TCP performance [9, 19].
The examples presented above serve as motivation for the
need of passing information upwards in the communica-
tion stack. Our work can be seen as a generalization of
this information exchange for wireless channels. As will
be discussed in the next section one application of soft
information could be to enhance the performance of TCP.

APPLICATIONS

A wide range of applications for soft information
can be envisioned. In its simplest form the channel state
information could consist of a single bit per packet.
This information could be used by for instance TCP.
TCP treats packet loss as an implicit notification of
congestion in the network and reduces its transmission
rate in response. This is correct in most wired networks
but is the wrong counter-action in a wireless network,
where errors caused by severe fading channel conditions
dominate. Typically, packet loss due to fading is a
temporary condition and reducing the transmission rate
will only result in a very inefficient use of the wireless
channel. Including simple channel state information for
the TCP packets would allow the end-points to determine
whether packet loss is due to congestion or fading and to
take action accordingly.

When beneficial, more complete channel state infor-
mation could be generated in the receiver and passed to
the application. Some applications such as voice, audio



and image transmission are rather insensitive to a small
amount of errors and can utilize partially correct infor-
mation. An image transmission application might for in-
stance be satisfied with one soft value for each small
block of an image, and use this soft information to de-
cide whether or not to ask for a retransmission of that
block. Alternatively, the image transmission application
could use the soft information to detect errors in a block
and then use error concealment techniques [2] to compen-
sate for the data loss.

For applications that can tolerate some errors (e.g.
speech, audio, image and video applications) it is a waste
of resources to make the network transparent. Retrans-
missions increase the delay and the bandwidth is in most
cases better spent on increasing the source quality using
higher rate source encoders. Moreover, if the application
receives channel state information, the application could
adapt to the channel so that it introduces extra redundan-
cy if the channel is bad at the cost of decreased source
quality. Once the channel gets better the redundancy is
decreased and the data rate is used to increase the source
quality. The goal is of course to find the optimum trade-
off between source coding and channel coding to achieve
a good representation of the source and low enough error
rate on the channel. Since the wireless channel is time-
varying this trade-off needs to be adapted, and hence the
application needs to be aware of the channel condition.

The extreme end of what has been discussed above is
to let the wireless networks transmit the received data un-
coded and force the applications to adapt to the chan-
nel using the channel state information. The networks
would be very simple and most complexity would be in
the applications. Even if this may sound bad, it actual-
ly increases the flexibility of the systems since applica-
tions are software and software can be upgraded or re-
placed rather easily while network standards and hard-
ware are more difficult to update or replace. Software
defined radio, where the baseband processing is moved
from hardware into DSP-software to allow for reconfig-
uration, may be thought of as the first step in this direc-
tion. The extreme case described above would be to move
much of this DSP-software (the source and channel en-
coding/decoding parts) up to the applications.

CHANNEL STATE INFORMATION

In the most extreme case the applications should be
able to perform all source and channel coding. Thus we
need to be able to give the application all the information
needed to perform the decoding with good results. We
propose that the maximum a-posteriori (MAP) estimates

of the received bits are generated and forwarded to
the application since these estimates are transparent to
modulation type and also embed the channel estimates.
MAP estimates of course depend on the structure of
the transmitted information, that is the format in which
the application generate the bits. A knowledge that is
generally unavailable to the receiver. Instead we propose
that the MAP estimates are generated assuming that
the bits are independent and equally likely (full entropy
assumption). This is probably a very mild assumption
since the receiving application has knowledge of the
transmitted structure and can thus adjust the MAP
estimates accordingly. In fact, there are indications that
this approach, at least in some cases, is optimum [18].
However, a thorough investigation is needed to more
exactly quantify how the MAP estimates should be
calculated and what if any performance loss results from
the assumption of independent random bits.

Another issue is how many bits are needed to represent
a MAP estimate. A reasonable guess is 3 bits for every
bit. However, this means that each packet received in the
wireless network is forwarded as a three times as large
packet. This may not be feasible or desirable in all situa-
tions. Hence, we need a flexible format so that we can ad-
just the amount of soft information generated. It may also
be that some applications do not have use for soft infor-
mation for every bit. Although powerful enough to pro-
vide complete information, the format should also work
for our simple TCP example described earlier.

To meet the requirements stated above, we propose a
soft information format based on MAP estimates of a
block of L bits assuming that the bits in the block are
independent and equally likely. The resolution of the soft
information should ben bits per block. Considering our
examples above, in the most extreme caseL would be 1
andnwould be 3 (or even higher) and in the simplest case
L would equal the number of bits in a packet andn would
be 1.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

In this section we briefly consider some implemen-
tation issues for the concept of soft information. We
will consider three communication scenarios of varying
complexity.

In the first scenario soft information is used only in the
mobile station (MS). This scenario is typical of an asym-
metric data transfer where the bulk of the information is
transfered downlink. In this scenario the information is
generated in the physical layer in the terminal and passed
up through the layers to the application. This is the sim-



plest case since there is no need to transfer the soft in-
formation across the network. However, if the application
cannot deal with soft information it should be possible to
just remove it.

In the second scenario we consider communication be-
tween an application on an MS and an application in the
fixed network. We assume that bandwidth is not a prob-
lem in the fixed network. In this scenario soft information
must be generated both in the terminal and at the edge of
the wireless network. In the MS the soft information is
passed up through the layers as in scenario 1, but in the
base station the soft information need to be forwarded to
the host on the fixed network. How the information should
be forwarded will depend heavily on the amount of infor-
mation generated. For small amounts of soft information
it may be possible to use an IPv6 extension header for
destination options [10]. If the receiver can not handle the
option, then it would simply ignore it. Large amounts of
soft information are more problematic and may have to be
forwarded in separate packets.

In the third scenario we consider communication from
a MS via a fixed network to another MS in the wireless
network. This is for example the setting for mobile tele-
phone systems. Here soft information generated over one
wireless link would need to be forwarded over the other
wireless link to reach the end node. However, in this case
bandwidth is a big problem and we therefore recommend
that this connection is made through a proxy server. An
application layer proxy could decode the soft information
and regenerate the data before transmission over the wire-
less network. If information about the application is not
available at the proxy, then the proxy could strip the soft
information prior to transmission.

A proxy solution could also be an alternative for the
second scenario discussed above, especially when a large
amount of soft information is generated. There are also
cases where the application always would prefer a proxy
solution. Having a separate connection over the wireless
link allows special optimizations to be performed. A per-
formance enhancing application level proxy can provide
functionality such as caching, data compression or ad-
dress translation. Several proxy systems have been de-
veloped, both commercially [11, 12] and by the research
community [14, 13, 6]. A proxy solution placed close to
the wireless network also has the advantage that fast adap-
tation to the channel would be possible [20].

In the discussion above, we have considered where the
soft information should be generated and propagated for
three different communication scenarios. The amount of
soft information that should be generated will vary de-
pending on higher layer requirements. Mechanisms for

negotiating the setting ofL andn between application
end-points and for signalling these settings to the physi-
cal layer must thus also be defined. The details regarding
these mechanisms are left for future work.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have introduced the concept of soft
information. The idea behind soft information is to
provide structured information about the channel condi-
tions to the communication end-points. This allows the
applications to utilize knowledge about and even adjust to
the current channel condition. Providing soft information
to higher layers in the communication stack could open
up a market for designing intelligent wireless-aware
software. Products could for instance compete based on
their ability to adapt the source and channel codes to the
current channel condition in an optimal way.
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